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1 Introduction
One of the most central and exible tools in collider physics is the general purpose Monte
Carlo (GPMC) event generator [1], which simulates fully realistic collider events. Event
generators involve various components to simulate physics at a range of dierent scales:
for example \hard" scattering matrix elements describe the physics occurring at the elec-
troweak and TeV scales, the physics that colliders are mainly built to probe. Hadronisation
models simulate the GeV-scale (\soft") processes by which quarks and gluons transform
from and to the hadrons that are collided and detected. Parton shower algorithms, the
subject of this article, provide the crucial connection between the hard and soft scales,
simulating mostly strong-interaction physics across the two, three or even more orders of
magnitude of momenta that separate them.
GPMCs are extremely successful programs, able to reproduce much of the data from
CERN's Large Hadron Collider and its predecessors, sometimes to quite high accuracy.
Part of this success is thanks to substantial progress in the past 20 years in improving the
description of the hard scale, for example with simultaneous matching to multiple tree-level
matrix elements [2{4]; inclusion of next-to-leading (NLO) order corrections through the
MC@NLO [5, 6] and POWHEG [7{9] and other [10] methods; and more recently merging
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of NLO corrections across processes of varying jet multiplicity simultaneously [11{13], and
the incorporation of NNLO corrections in colour-singlet production simulations [14{16].
Another important area of development contributing to the success of today's GPMCs has
been in their non-perturbative models, for example for multiple interactions [17{25], as
well as their tuning to data [26, 27].
As GPMCs evolve towards higher accuracies, a number of factors make it increasingly
important to re-examine their parton shower component. For example: (1) the ability to
match NNLO and higher-order calculations with parton showers is to some extent limited
by the fact that parton showers do not reproduce the known structure of singularities that
is present in a NNLO calculation. This is an issue especially for extensions of the MC@NLO
method. (2) The parton shower provides the initial conditions for hadronisation, and the
quality of a tune of hadronisation models can well be aected by the quality of that initial
condition. This is especially true if one tunes the model predominantly using data at one
energy scale (e.g. LEP energies) and wishes to use the same tune for much higher-energy
processes (e.g. multi-TeV processes at the LHC), where the parton shower is eectively
providing much of the extrapolation. (3) There is an increasing trend towards exploiting
information over the full range of momenta between the hard scale and the hadronisation
scale, notably in jet substructure studies, using both hand-crafted observables and machine
learning [28]. Parton showers are the only tool with the exibility to predict the relevant
dynamics for arbitrarily complex observables across that range of scales. (4) A number
of experimental measurements are becoming limited by systematic errors that have their
origins in dierences between GPMCs, and one cannot help but wonder whether a better
understanding of parton showers could resolve this situation. A notable example is the jet-
energy-scale systematic uncertainty, for which dierences in quark and gluon fragmentation
between dierent GPMCs contribute signicantly [29, 30].
There are several ongoing eorts to improve QCD parton showers, which can be classi-
ed into three broad kinds of activity: (1) developing novel showers that remain within the
standard 1! 2 or 2! 3 branching paradigms, for example the Dire [31], Vincia [32, 33]
or Deductor [34] showers. (2) Incorporating more information about interferences, partic-
ularly relevant for spin and colour degrees of freedom, e.g. refs. [34{38]. (3) Incorporating
higher-order splitting functions [10, 39{44]. These eorts have brought signicant inno-
vations, however there remains a need for a broader, systematic framework in which to
think about the question of parton-shower accuracy, so as to help frame and guide such
developments. In particular to evaluate the advances brought by any single improvement
to a shower (e.g. higher-order splitting functions), one needs to understand its interplay
with the shower as a whole. It is therefore the purpose of this article to sketch such a
framework and draw some rst conclusions within it.
An important consideration in discussing the accuracy of parton showers is that they
may be used to calculate essentially any observable. This is to be contrasted with the situ-
ation for xed order calculations, where one selects a given observable, e.g. n-jet kinematic
distributions, and immediately knows which inputs are needed for a given perturbative
accuracy. Here we suggest that a framework for discussing parton shower accuracy should
involve at least two core elements.
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The rst element of our proposed framework reects the fact that parton showers
eectively generate an approximation to the tree-level n-parton matrix elements for any
n. One can ask in what sense that approximation is correct. Typically one would expect
the parton shower to reproduce the matrix element in a variety of ordered limits, where
one or other kinematic property of emissions is ordered from one emission to the next, e.g.
p?;n  p?;n 1  : : : p?;1  Q (here p?;i is the transverse momentum of particle i and
Q is the centre-of-mass energy). Much is known about the properties of matrix elements
in such ordered limits, e.g. refs. [45{48].
We note that early, pioneering work on transverse-momentum ordered showers with
dipole-local recoil [49, 50],1 did consider comparisons to matrix elements, both double-
emission matrix elements [51] and, from the point of view of the colour structure [52],
multi-parton matrix elements [53, 54]. The lessons and algorithms derived from ref. [51],
about recoil prescriptions, were included in the Ariadne dipole shower [50], while those
from ref. [53] were incorporated in a modication used in ref. [54]. We further discuss these
articles below.
The second element of our framework makes a connection with resummation. Resum-
mation accounts for logarithmically enhanced terms nsL
m to all orders, where s is the
strong coupling and L is the logarithm of the ratio of any two physical scales. Resumma-
tions are classied according to the specic set of dominant and subdominant terms that
are under control. It is natural to ask what resummation accuracy will be obtained within
a given shower, for each observable where resummed results exist. While this appears to be
an observable-specic question, resummations exist for large classes of observables [55, 56]
and so in eect one can ask questions about parton-shower resummation accuracy across
all observables within those classes. Note that early work on showers [57] gave particular
emphasis to the question of the scaling of particle multiplicities with centre-of-mass energy,
which is calculable analytically.
There are natural connections between the two elements of our framework. For ex-
ample, a failure to reproduce appropriate matrix-element limits often occurs together with
a failure to obtain a related resummation accuracy for certain observables. Nevertheless
the two elements are also complementary: on one hand the matrix-element conditions are
relevant for observables of arbitrary complexity, for which no resummation exists; on the
other hand the resummation conditions more immediately constrain aspects associated
with non-trivial virtual corrections, for example the scale of the strong coupling. The two
elements are not necessarily exhaustive in terms of the types of requirements one may ask
of showers, but as we will see they are already informative and constraining.
To make our discussion concrete, it will be helpful to examine the case of specic
showers. We will consider two transverse-momentum ordered showers with dipole-local
recoil: the Pythia shower [21], and the Dire shower [31], restricting our attention to
massless nal-state splittings. The algorithms underlying these showers are described in
section 2. Then in section 3 we will outline how to usefully classify the ability of showers
1The shorthand term \dipole shower" appears to have dierent meanings for dierent groups, and so we
avoid its use.
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to reproduce n-parton matrix elements. This will reveal issues already at the two-emission
level. Section 4 will then show how these issues connect with the question of logarithmic
resummation accuracy. Again a second-order analysis will be sucient to highlight the
main features.
2 Parton showering and our choice of algorithms
There are many parton showers being used and under further development today. They gen-
erate emissions in a sequence according to a kinematic ordering variable. One way of classi-
fying showers is based on their specic choice of ordering variable. The most common choice
is to order emissions in transverse momentum and all three major Monte Carlo programs
have such a shower: Pythia [58, 59] uses the shower of ref. [21], Sherpa [60] uses the shower
of ref. [61] and Herwig has as an option the shower of ref. [62]. Other transverse-momentum
showers include Vincia [32, 33], available in Pythia, and Dire [31], available for both
Pythia and Sherpa. Another class of shower orders emissions in angle [57, 63, 64] and is
used mainly in the Herwig Monte Carlo programs [65]. Finally there is the Deductor shower
work (ref. [34] and references therein), which considers an ordering variable that is related
to emission time, but also discusses transverse-momentum ordering. Its code is standalone.
A further important distinguishing feature of each parton shower is the way in which
the recoil associated with the emitted parton at a given evolution step is absorbed by other
particles in the event. Some shower algorithms rely on a local scheme, in which the recoil
is shared among the two colour-connected partners of the emission. Another approach is
to use a global scheme, which distributes the recoil among all other particles in the event.
It is beyond the scope of this article to consider all of these showers. We rather choose
to concentrate on two of them: (1) the Pythia shower on the grounds that it is today's
most extensively used shower; and (2) the Dire shower [31], on the grounds that it is the
only shower explicitly available in two Monte Carlo simulation programs (Pythia [59] and
Sherpa [60]) and that it is being used as a basis for the inclusion of higher-order splitting
kernels [41{43]. Both are transverse-momentum ordered and use recoil that is kept local
within colour dipoles.2
To help our discussion it is useful to give a summary of the ingredients of common
parton shower algorithms. We use Sn to denote a specic kinematic state with n partons.
The probability P (Sn; v) of nding that state is a function of a kinematic ordering variable
v. A rst key component of a parton shower algorithm is a dierential equation for the
evolution of that probability as the ordering variable is decreased:
dP (Sn; v)
d ln 1=v
=  f(Sn; v)P (Sn; v) : (2.1)
The second component of the parton shower algorithm is a kinematic mapping from the
state Sn to an n + 1-particle state Sn+1. The map is a function of the ordering variable,
2Neither of these showers claims NLL accuracy. For example the Pythia manual states \While the nal
product is still not certied fully to comply with a NLO/NLL standard, it is well above the level of an
unsophisticated LO/LL analytic calculation." [58].
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the choice of the partons involved in the branching and two additional kinematic variables
which we call z and . Insofar as we deal with showers with recoil that is local to the
colour dipole that is splitting, one should choose two partons, which we label i and j. We
write the mapping as
Sn+1 =M(Sn; v; i; j; z; ) : (2.2)
This kinematic map has an associated \splitting" weight function dP(Sn; v; i; j; z; ), which
governs the relative probabilities of the dierent possible new states and which can be
conveniently normalised so as to relate it to the f(Sn; v) function of eq. (2.1),
f(Sn; v) =
X
i;j
Z
dv0dzd
dP(Sn; v0; i; j; z; )
dv0dzd
(ln v0=v) : (2.3)
Eq. (2.1) encodes the virtual contributions associated with maintaining the system in state
Sn. Eq. (2.3) states that virtual and real contributions should be equal (aside the opposite
sign), i.e. that probability is conserved, which is also referred to as unitarity. In suitable
soft and/or collinear limits (we return to this in section 3) one expects the splitting weight
function to be closely related to the ratio of n+ 1 and n-parton matrix elements and phase
space. Schematically, one might write this asX
i;j
dP(Sn; v; i; j; z; ) ' dn+1
dn
jM2(Sn+1)j
jM2(Sn)j : (2.4)
For typical dipole showers, the sum over i runs over all emitting particles and j over all
colour connected partners, at most two for each i at leading colour. Colour factors and the
relevant factor of the strong coupling are included in dP.
The dierence between one shower and another lies not just in the choice of kinematic
ordering variable v, but also in the mapping function M and the splitting weight function
P. For a given colour dipole ij, the showers that we consider here separate the phase
space into a region that is predominantly collinear to i and another that is predominantly
collinear to j.
Note that for the purpose of this article we will only consider nal-state showers, with
massless partons.
2.1 Pythia pt-ordered shower
Pythia's transverse-momentum ordered shower [21], is the default option of the Pythia8
program [59] and was also available in Pythia6 [58]. The exposition that follows, restricted
to its nal-state branching elements, is based on ref. [21] and inspection of the Pythia8
code, version 8.266.
The ordering variable v is a transverse momentum, which is referred to as p?;evol,
v  p?;evol : (2.5)
The mapM(Sn; v; i; j; z; ) takes massless pre-branching momenta epi and epj and constructs
post branching momenta pi, pj and pk, corresponding to a branching ~pi ! pi + pk with
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spectator particle j taking longitudinal recoil to ensure momentum conservation. It is
useful to dene intermediate variables
2?;evol =
p2?;evol
(epi + epj)2 ; y = 
2
?;evol
z(1  z) ; ~z =
(1  z)  z2   2?evol
z (1  z)  2?evol
; (2.6)
and the Catani-Seymour [66] style dipole map is then dened by
pi = ez epi + y (1  ez) epj + k? ; (2.7a)
pk = (1  ez) epi + yezepj   k? ; (2.7b)
pj = (1  y) epj : (2.7c)
Here k? is dened as
k? =
qez(1  ez) y (epi + epj)2 hbk?;1 cos+ bk?;2 sini ; (2.8)
where bk?;1 and bk?;2 are four-vectors that are orthogonal to each other as well as to epi , epj ,
and that satisfy bk2?;1 = bk2?;2 =  1. Eqs. (2.7){(2.8) imply
jk2?j =
 
z2   2?evol
 
(1  z)2   2?evol

 
z (1  z)  2?evol
2 p2?;evol : (2.9)
The squared transverse momentum jk2?j that is assigned to the emission coincides with the
ordering variable p2?;evol when z; (1  z) ?;evol, i.e. in the collinear limit. The map only
exists for
?;evol  z  1  ?;evol ; (2.10)
and, at the edges of this range, jk?j vanishes even for nite p?;evol.
If parton i is a quark, only a q ! qg branching is possible, and the quark is colour
connected to only one other particle in the event (the spectator j). The splitting weight
function in this case is given by
dPq!qg =
s(p
2
?;evol)
2
dp2?evol
p2?evol
dz
d
2
CF

1 + z2
1  z

: (2.11)
Note the use of the evolution variable p2?;evol in the scale of s, rather than the kinematic
quantity jk2?j. If parton i is a gluon, both g ! gg and g ! qq branchings are possible and
for each of them, the shower takes into account two colour connections, assigning equal
weights to each. The g ! gg splitting weight is
dPg!gg =
s(p
2
?;evol)
2
dp2?evol
p2?evol
dz
d
2
CA
2

1 + z3
1  z

: (2.12)
The usual Pgg splitting function is reconstructed from this, together with its 1=2! symmetry
factor, when one considers that each gluon splits separately in each of the two dipoles to
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which it belongs3 and that for a epi ! pi + pk splitting, observables do not distinguish
between gluon pi and gluon pk, which provides an implicit symmetrisation of z $ 1   z.
For the g ! qq case, the following is used
dPg!qq =
s(p
2
?;evol)
2
dp2?evol
p2?evol
dz
d
2
nfTR
2
D [1  2ez (1  ez)] ; (2.13)
where again the gluon splitting occurs with this weight separately in each of the two dipoles
to which it belongs. The factor D is,
D = (1  x)2(1 + x) ; x  (pi + pk)
2
(epi + epj)2 : (2.14)
Such that in the collinear, limit D = 1 and ez = z. The Pythia shower has the option of
using the CMW [67] scheme for the coupling
CMWs (p
2
?;evol) = 
MS
s (p
2
?;evol)
 
1 +
MSs (p
2
?;evol)
2
K
!
; K =

67
18
  
2
6

CA   10
9
TRnf ;
(2.15)
in the soft-enhanced parts of the splitting functions, which is one key element of NLL
resummations.
2.2 Dire shower
The Dire transverse-momentum ordered shower [31], is available for both the Sherpa [60]
and the Pythia8 generation frameworks.
The Dire ordering variable is once again a (squared) transverse momentum type
variable and is called t,
v  pt ; (2.16)
together with the splitting variables z and . To construct the nal-state kinematic map
one denes intermediate variables
2 =
t
(epi + epj)2 ; y = 
2
1  z ; ez = z   y1  y : (2.17)
The Dire map then has the identical form to the Pythia map, i.e. using eqs. (2.7) and (2.8)
but with the Dire expressions for y and ez. The kinematic squared transverse momentum,
expressed in terms of the original splitting variables, is
jk2?j = (1  z)
z(1  z)  2
(1  z   2)2 t : (2.18)
In the soft-collinear limit, with 1   z  1 and  1  z, this reduces to jk2?j = t, i.e. the
ordering variable is identical to the squared emitted transverse momentum, as in the case
3I.e. in a qgq system, eq. (2.12) applies to the gluon splitting in the qg dipole and the gluon splitting in
the gq dipole, each of which carries a CA=2 factor.
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of the Pythia shower. The limits on z for a given value of t are dictated by the requirement
of positivity of the right-hand side of eq. (2.18), and give
1
2
 
r
1
4
  2  z  1
2
+
r
1
4
  2 : (2.19)
For small , this becomes 2  z  1   2. Note that this scales dierently from the
Pythia case, eq. (2.10), the consequences of which will be discussed below. The Dire
splitting weight functions are
dPq!qg = s(t)
2
dt
t
dz
d
2
CF

2
1  z
(1  z)2 + 2   (1 + z)

; (2.20a)
dPg!gg = s(t)
2
dt
t
dz
d
2
CA
2

2
1  z
(1  z)2 + 2   2 + z(1  z)

; (2.20b)
dPg!qq = s(t)
2
dt
t
dz
d
2
nfTR
2
[1  2z(1  z)] : (2.20c)
As in the case of Pythia the gluon splittings apply once for each of the two dipoles to
which the gluon belongs.4 The Dire shower (like Pythia) has the option of using the
CMW scheme in the coupling, i.e. CMWs (t). One key dierence of Dire relative to the
Pythia case is the modication of the soft divergence,
1
1  z !
1  z
(1  z)2 + 2 : (2.21)
This introduces an eective cuto of the soft divergence when 1   z  , to be contrasted
with the actual limit in the kinematic map of 1 z & 2. Thus the Pythia and Dire showers
both eectively cut o the divergence for 1   z  , but Pythia implements this through
the kinematic map, while Dire does so through the splitting functions. Physically this
cuto is situated around zero rapidity in a frame in which the dipole is at rest: eectively
only one of the dipole's two partons radiates in an i ! i + k splitting, and the radiation
lls the associated hemisphere in the dipole centre of mass.
3 Singularity structure of resulting matrix elements
For each emission i in an n-parton matrix element there are two kinds of singularity, a
soft singularity when parton i's energy goes to zero and a collinear singularity when its
angle with respect to any other parton goes to zero. One has considerable freedom in
what two variables one uses to describe these two singularities. For example one may use
pair-invariant mass and energy, angle and energy, transverse momentum and angle, etc.
The very minimal expectation for a parton shower is that it reproduces the matrix ele-
ment for any single-emission conguration with one or two singularities: i.e. in the collinear
and soft limit, with two singularities; in the collinear and non-soft limit, with one singular-
ity corresponding to the DGLAP splitting functions [68{70]; and in the soft non-collinear
limit, reproducing the Bassetto-Ciafaloni-Marchesini eikonal emission formulas [45].
4The z structure of the dPg!gg formula that we quote is given by the sum of the fsr qcd G2GG1::calc
and fsr qcd G2GG2::calc, functions in the Dire 2.001 code. Analogously for the other splitting functions.
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Once one considers more than one emission, one reasonable expectation is to control the
leading singularity of the squared amplitude for any number of emissions, that is to correctly
reproduce the divergence of the matrix element in congurations where each emission
triggers two singularities relative to a parent conguration without that emission. For
example, the leading singularity for such a conguration might involve two emissions with
disparate values both of their transverse momenta and angles.5 This is closely connected
with the reproduction of leading double logarithms.
Among the elements needed to reproduce subleading-logarithmic corrections, one
might also require that when there are one or more emissions that each trigger only one
singularity (rather than two), the matrix element is still correctly reproduced. For example,
multiple hard emissions that are ordered in angle should reproduce the DGLAP anoma-
lous dimensions (this was discussed and eventually established for dipole type showers in
refs. [71{73]). Such a limit also involves spin-correlations, for which an algorithm has long
been known [74, 75], though only some showers make use of it.
A potentially delicate conguration with regards to this condition occurs when emis-
sions have commensurate values of the ordering variable, but disparate values of a com-
plementary kinematic variable. For example, in angular-ordered showers, it is known that
the matrix element is not correctly reproduced for multiple emissions with commensurate
angles but strongly ordered energies. As a result non-global single-logarithmic terms are
not correctly reproduced [76].
One can study the reproduction of singularities both exactly and in a leading Nc
limit. For example the case of commensurate angles and disparate energies is especially
challenging beyond leading Nc, even within dedicated resummation approaches, and only
one complete answer is known [77].
For what follows, we will work in a limit where all emissions are soft relative to the
centre-of-mass energy. They may be strongly ordered both in transverse momentum and
angle, or only in the latter. This limit will already prove to be illuminating.
3.1 Single-emission case
To reproduce the leading double logarithms, the requirement for the single-emission pattern
is that in the limit where an emission has a small energy with respect to the parent
system (soft limit) and it has a small angle relative to another parton (collinear limit), the
corresponding matrix element times phase space should be reproduced, i.e.
dP = 2Cs(p
2
?)

dp?
p?
d (3.1)
where C is the colour factor of the emitting parton,  is a rapidity with respect to the emit-
ting parton and p? is a transverse momentum with respect to it. This is straightforwardly
reproduced by our selected showers.
For single-logarithmic accuracy, it is essential to also reproduce the emission pattern in
the hard collinear region and that in the soft large-angle region. The former is straightfor-
5For the purposes here, angles are understood to be dened with respect to the more energetic particle
to which they are closest in angle.
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ward to verify from the equations in section 2, after taking into account the symmetrisation
over z $ (1  z) and the fact that gluons radiate separately as part of each of two dipoles.
It is therefore the soft large-angle region that we examine here. To discuss the soft large-
angle region it is helpful to use (pseudo)rapidity,  =   ln tan =2 and physical transverse
momentum, jp?j of the emission to parametrise its phase space. A variety of denitions can
be constructed for the physical transverse momentum, but in the soft limit, for emission
from a single colour dipole, all sensible ones will coincide.6
For concreteness, consider a qq dipole of mass Q, in its centre-of-mass frame, with the
quark q along the z axis. First we consider branching of the quark. Using eq. (2.7), the
emitted gluon has pseudorapidity:
 = ln
(1  ez)Q
jk?j ; (3.2)
where k? in eq. (2.7) coincides with our p?. The Pythia mapping in the soft limit, 1 z  1,
gives
Pythia:  =
1
2
ln
"
(1  z)2
2?;evol
  1
#
; jp2?j = p2?;evol
 
1  
2
?;evol
(1  z)2
!
: (3.3)
For z= >
p
2,  is positive. It is instructive to examine the contour in the ; ln jp?j plane
that is covered for a given value of the ordering variable, v  p?;evol, together with the
splitting function weight dierentially along that contour:
Pythia: jp2?j = p2?;evol

e2
1+e2

; dPq!qg =
2s(p
2
?;evol)CF

dp?
p?
d

e2
1+e2

; (3.4)
where we have dropped the d=2 factor for compactness. For large positive values of ,
jp?j = p?;evol and the splitting weight is independent of . For large negative values of ,
jp?j = e jjp?;evol and the splitting weight is suppressed, but non-zero. The splitting of
the anti-quark q yields similar results, but with  !  . If one ignores the running of the
coupling, the sum of the q and q splittings yields
Pythia (ignoring running): dPq!qg + dPq!qg = 2sCF

dp?
p?
d : (3.5)
This has a uniform distribution in rapidity, which is the correct result for soft-gluon emission
from a dipole. The analogue of eqs. (3.3), (3.4) for Dire is
Dire:  =
1
2
ln

(1  z)2
2

; jp2?j = t ; dPq!qg =
2s(t)CF

dp?
p?
d

e2
1 + e2

: (3.6)
Dire and Pythia therefore have identical rapidity distributions for soft emission from one
side of a dipole, however in Dire the emission always has jp2?j = t, unlike the Pythia case.
This means that the sum of quark and anti-quark splittings has a simple weight even taking
into account running coupling eects:
Dire: dPq!qg + dPq!qg = 2s(jp
2
?j)CF

dp?
p?
d : (3.7)
6E.g. for a massless emission p from a dipole between massless particles P1 and P2, one can dene
p2? = 2
(P1:p)(P2:p)
P1:P2
.
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Figure 1. (a) The accessible contour of emissions in the   ln p? (\Lund" [78]) plane for xed
values of the ordering variable v, for splittings of a right-going quark, shown for both the Pythia and
Dire shower kernels. The phase-space boundary is sometimes alternatively described as the hard-
collinear limit. (b) The splitting weights associated with emissions as a function of rapidity from the
(right-going) quark and (left-going) anti-quark, normalised so as to be 1 in the soft-collinear region.
This holds for both Pythia and Dire. The weights are independent of v, as long as v=Q  e jj,
i.e. as long as one is far from the phase-space boundary shown in (a). The rapidity is dened in the
qq dipole centre-of-mass frame.
The essential properties of single-parton emission are illustrated in gure 1. There are
three main elements to comment on regarding the above analysis:
1. The eective single-emission matrix element in Pythia and Dire is correct in all
singly-divergent regions of phase space, i.e. both soft large-angle and hard-collinear,
as well as soft-collinear. In Pythia the invariance of the radiation pattern under
boosts along the dipole direction is broken by running coupling eects: the same
scale R = v is used along the whole contour of constant v, even though, as one
sees from gure 1a, that contour maps to a range of dierent physical p? values.
This eect is expected to have consequences that are beyond NLL accuracy, because
the region where p? diers substantially from v comes with a nite weight only at
large angle and a strongly suppressed weight in the anti-collinear region, cf. gure 1b.
Accordingly we will not discuss it further in this article.
2. In both Pythia and Dire, the dipole is divided into two parts, one associated with
the quark, the other with the anti-quark. That division occurs at zero-rapidity in the
dipole rest frame, as is visible clearly in gure 1b. While the sum adds up to one,
the two elements of the partition behave dierently for subsequent emissions, and
the specic choice of partitioning can then have adverse consequences, as we shall
see shortly. In particular it will aect subleading-Nc LL terms, and the full set of
NLL terms.
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3. Within Pythia, there is a suppressed but non-zero probability to have arbitrarily
small kinematic transverse momentum, jp?j, for any nite value of the evolution
transverse-momentum variable v  p?;evol (i.e. the negative  regions of gure 1 for
the q ! qg splitting). This too will have adverse consequences, at LL and leading-
colour accuracy: if one asks what the probability is to have an event whose hardest
emission is at some very small scale p?;cut  Q, normally this implies a Sudakov
suppression down to the scale p?;cut. However in the Pythia shower there is a second
mechanism: full Sudakov suppression down to some intermediate scale p?;cut 
p?;evol  Q, together with creation of an emission with jp?j  p?;cut  p?;evol, which
comes with a weight suppressed as in eq. (3.4). These two mechanisms compete and
for suciently small values of p?;cut, the second one may dominate, which results
in an overall degree of suppression of such congurations which no longer satises
normal double-logarithmic scaling. In practice, the values of lnQ=jp?;cutj at which
this occurs are so large that they are unlikely to be of phenomenological interest.
Accordingly we will not discuss this point any further here. Nevertheless, in future
eorts to design showers, one should be aware that this kind of eect can arise.
3.2 Issues in two-emission case: double strong ordering
We now consider double-emission congurations that probe the leading singularity of the
double-real squared amplitude, associated with leading (double) logarithms. The region of
phase space that we will concentrate on for double emission is that where the two emissions
are both soft and collinear to either of the hard partons and widely separated in rapidity
from each other, j1   2j  1. In this limit, considering an initial qq dipole, the correct
double-emission probability has the very simple form
dP2 =
C2F
2!
Y
i=1;2
 
2s(p
2
?;i)

dp?;i
p?;i
di
di
2
!
; (3.8)
where the p?;i and i are dened with respect to the q and q directions. Eq. (3.8) is valid
even if p?;1  p?;2. The fundamental question that we ask is: do the parton showers
reproduce this?
To examine this question we will ignore the subtlety that the Pythia kinematic jp?j can
dier from the evolution jp?;evolj, since this occurs with signicant weight only in a rapidity
region of O (1), which corresponds to a soft emission at wide angle. Therefore the remainder
of the discussion in this section will apply equally well to the Pythia and Dire showers.
Let us follow the sequence of branchings that generates two emissions, concentrating
on the tree-level aspects:
 One starts with a qq dipole. Then a value v1 of the ordering variable is chosen,
together with an associated z1, 1. This leads to an emission of a rst gluon g1, with
transverse momentum p?;1 and rapidity 1. One now has two dipoles: qg1 and g1q.
 A value v2 is chosen for the ordering variable, one selects one of the two current
dipoles for branching, and within it one of its two ends. One then chooses the z2 and
2 splitting variables and generates a second gluon g2. To understand the eective
matrix element one should consider the sum over all four resulting situations.
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Let us rst consider the four cases in the situation where v2  v1, which has the simpli-
cation that for the phase-space regions of interest, jp?;ij = vi. For convenience we will
henceforth take Q = 1.
1. q ! qg2 splitting of the qg1 dipole, for which we adopt the shorthand q[g1]! qg2[g1],
putting the spectator parton of the dipole in square brackets. The region of phase-
space that gets lled and the associated splitting weight are as follows (we remind
the reader that emissions collinear to q have negative ):
ln v2  2  1
2
(1 + ln v1) ! dP2 = CF
2s(jp2?;2j)

d2
dp?;2
p?;2
: (3.9)
The notation a b for logarithmic variables like rapidities should be understood as
meaning that ea b is small. The left-hand bound on 2 corresponds to the maximum
allowed (negative) rapidity along the anti-quark direction, i.e. the hard-collinear limit
for radiation from the q. The right-hand bound is determined as the point of zero
rapidity of the qg1 dipole in its own rest frame, but translated into the original qq rest
frame. Both bounds are given to within corrections of O (1), which are irrelevant for
the purpose of our discussion, since they generate subleading logarithmic corrections.
2. g1[q] ! g1g2[q]: part of this branching is collinear to gluon 1 (in the centre-of-mass
frame of the hard scattering), and we ignore that part for now. The remainder is
collinear either to the q or q, covering a rapidity region
1
2
(1 + ln v1)  2  1 ! dP2 = CA
2
2s(jp2?;2j)

d2
dp?;2
p?;2
: (3.10)
This splitting weight dP2 here is identical to that in eq. (3.9), except for the replace-
ment of CF ! CA=2. This will be a source of problems: one thinks of the g1 ! g1g2
splitting as being the emission of a gluon from a gluon hence the CA=2 colour factor.
However splitting the qg1 dipole into two equal parts in its rest frame causes some
part of the radiation assigned to the gluonic part to be in a phase space region where
it is closer in angle to the q or q than it is to the gluon. In that region, the CA=2
colour factor is wrong.
3. g1[q]! g1g2[q], which is analogous to eq. (3.10) but with q ! q,
1  2  1
2

1 + ln
1
v1

! dP2 = CA
2
2s(jp2?;2j)

d2
dp?;2
p?;2
; (3.11)
and again with the erroneous CA=2 colour factor.
4. q[g1]! qg2[g1] which is analogous to eq. (3.9),
1
2

1 + ln
1
v1

 2  ln 1
v2
! dP2 = CF
2s(jp2?;2j)

d2
dp?;2
p?;2
: (3.12)
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Figure 2. Lund-diagram illustrations of the subleading-NC issue in the showers that we consider.
As a starting point we take a right (left)-moving quark (anti-quark), and gluon g1 emitted at the
  ln p? coordinate shown in the big (\primary") triangle. The phase-space for emission of a further
gluon from the qg1 dipole corresponds to the shaded area to the right of g1 on the primary triangle,
and the right-hand face of the \leaf" that comes out of the plane; analogously the phase-space for
emission from the qg1 dipole corresponds to the shaded area of the primary triangle to the left of
g1 and to the left-hand face of the leaf. The colour factor associated with the phase-space region is
indicated by the colour of the shading: grey denotes CF , while blue denotes CA=2. The left-hand
diagram shows the correct pattern, the right-hand diagram shows the outcome of the Pythia and
Dire showers.
The main message to retain from this analysis is that there is a region that has both soft
and collinear enhancements, for each of the two emissions, where instead of a C2F colour
factor, one obtains a CFCA=2 colour factor, i.e. an incorrect subleading Nc term. This
is illustrated in the Lund diagram of gure 2: panel (a) shows the correct assignment
of colour factors across phase-space for radiation below the scale of g1. The coloured
\leaf" that comes out of the plane represents the additional phase-space that opens up
following emission of g1, with a CA=2 colour factor associated with each of its two faces.
The restriction of the phase-space to that region is a consequence of angular ordering, as
discussed for example some time ago in ref. [52]. Panel (b) shows the assignment that is
eectively made in the case of the Pythia and Dire showers, with the coloured area (CA=2)
now extending into the primary Lund triangle.7 Since regions with simultaneous soft and
collinear enhancements (i.e. extended areas in the Lund diagram) tend to be associated
with leading double logarithms in distributions of common observables, one may expect
that this issue with subleading Nc terms will also aect those double logarithms. We will
investigate this in section 4.1.
We should note that issues with the attribution of colour factors beyond leading NC in
dipole showers have been highlighted in a range of previous work, e.g. refs. [36, 53, 79, 80].
Our analysis in this subsection is close in particular to that of ref. [53]. We also note
that approaches to obtain the correct subleading colour factor for at least the main soft-
7Note that since we start with a qq system, the primary plane emits only from the front face. For
an initial gg system, one might instead choose to represent emissions from both the front and rear faces,
reecting the presence of two CA=2 dipoles.
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Figure 3. (a) Illustration of the modication of the transverse momentum (upper panel) and
rapidity (lower panel) of gluon 1 after emission of gluon 2, shown as a function of the rapidity of
gluon 2. Prior to emission of gluon 2, gluon 1 originally has a rapidity g1 ' 2:3 and transverse
momentum ep?;g1 = v1 = 10 6Q (v1 = 10 6Q and 1   z1 = 10 5). Gluon 2 has v2 = 12v1 and
is emitted parallel in azimuth to gluon 1. To help guide the eye, four regions of gluon 2 rapidity
are labelled according to the identity of the parton that branches and that of the spectator. The
results have been obtained using a numerical implementation of the kinematic maps of section 2.
The transverse momentum shifts in (a) can be reinterpreted in terms of the eect they have on
the eective matrix element for double-soft emission. Plot (b) shows the ratio of this eective
matrix element to the true one, as a function of the azimuthal angle between the two emissions and
their transverse-momentum ratio (in a specic \diamond" region of widely separated rapidities, cf.
appendix A). For simplicity, the matrix-element ratio is given in the large-Nc limit.
collinear divergences have existed for some time. The classication that is implied by
angular ordering (see also ref. [52]) provides a guide in this direction, as was articulated
for a dipole shower in ref. [53] and found to be relevant for particle multiplicities at LHC
energies [54]. Another proposal is that of ref. [79].
3.3 Issues in two-emission case: single strong ordering
Now we turn to the case where v2 is only moderately smaller than v1. Again one may
consider the four cases listed in section 3.2, and in each case we will determine the kine-
matics of the four nal-state partons. It is easiest to rst illustrate what happens with
reference to gure 3a. Here we have generated a sequence of two emissions, g1 and g2, with
v2 = v1=2, and we study how the momentum of g1 is modied after emission of g2. Usingep?;g1 and eg1 (p?;g1 and g1) to denote the 2d-vector transverse momentum and rapidity
respectively of gluon g1 before (after) emission of g2, the gure illustrates the following
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pattern of modications:
1: q[g1]! qg2[g1] : p?;g1 = ep?;g1 ; g1 = eg1 ;
2: g1[q]! g1g2[q] : p?;g1 = ep?;g1   p?;g2 ; g1 = eg1   ln jp?;g1 jjep?;g1 j ;
3: g1[q]! g1g2[q] : p?;g1 = ep?;g1   p?;g2 ; g1 = eg1 + ln jp?;g1 jjep?;g1 j ;
4: q[g1]! qg2[g1] : p?;g1 = ep?;g1 ; g1 = eg1
(3.13)
In regions 1 and 4, gluon 1 remains essentially unaected by the emission of 2 (the trans-
verse recoils are absorbed by the quark). This is correct, because in the exact matrix
element, soft gluons that are widely separated in rapidity are independent of each other.
In regions 2 and 3, where g2 is at relatively central rapidities, the situation is dierent:
g1 acquires a transverse recoil to balance the transverse momentum of g2: this causes the
p?;g1=ep?;g1 to be equal to 12 in the corresponding regions of gure 3a. There is also a corre-
sponding modication of the rapidity of g1 and its sign and magnitude can be worked out
by noting that the dipole mass must be conserved despite the modication of the transverse
momentum of g1, i.e. by imposing that p?;g1eg1 = ep?;g1eeg1 , where the choice of sign
depends on the specic conguration.
These modications of the transverse momentum and rapidity of gluon 1 after emission
of a subsequent gluon 2 are a cause for concern. This is most easily seen by working out
the eective splitting weight for the emission of two soft gluons in regions 2 and 3. We
concentrate on a specic \diamond" rapidity region, which has single-logarithmic rapidity
enhancements for each of the gluons, and whose size is 1=3 of the total double rapidity
phase-space. The details and analysis are given in appendix A, and we concentrate here
on the results. The result for the ratio of the eective matrix element to the correct
one, eq. (3.8), is shown in gure 3b as a function of the azimuthal angle between the
two emissions and their transverse-momentum ratio. The gure reveals some unwanted
features. These include the empty zones for p?;2=p?;1 & 12 and j12j & 2=3 and the
strong enhancement in a similar azimuthal region for 14 . p?;2=p?;1 .
1
2 . There is also
depletion and enhancement in other areas of the plot. Only for rather small values of
p?;2=p?;1 does the eective shower matrix element tend to the correct result.
Some of the features of gure 3b are straightforward to understand qualitatively. Con-
sider, for example, the case when the second gluon is emitted back-to-back with respect to
the rst, 12 =  and with a p?;2 that is a fraction er of the rst emission's original ep?;1.
The rst emission's transverse momentum gets increased by a factor of 1 + er, so that the
new ratio of transverse momenta becomes r = er=(1 + er): Since er  1, the nal ratio r is
bounded to be less than r  1=2. This generates the dead zone for r > 12 and the strong
enhancement just below.
As we will see below, the underlying recoil issue that leads to the incorrect double-soft
tree-level matrix element will also cause many common observables, e.g. e+e  event shapes,
to have incorrect NLL (leading-Nc) terms in distributions as evaluated with parton showers.
The question of recoil in showers with dipole-local recoil was rst raised long ago [51].
That analysis compared the eective shower matrix element to the full double-emission
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matrix element in e+e  collisions. In particular it highlighted the dead-zone problem that
is visible near 12 =  and r ' 1 in our gure 3b. However, it diers from our analysis
in that it did not take the formal soft and collinear limits, and as such could also not extend
to the logarithmically-relevant limit of widely separated rapidities for the two emissions.
More recently, Nagy and Soper (e.g. refs. [81, 82]) and also Gieseke and Platzer [62]
(journal version) have highlighted issues to do with recoil in the context of the Drell-
Yan (DY) transverse momentum distribution. The nal-state recoil issue that we have
discussed here is intimately connected with those recoil issues in the initial state. The
novelty of our nding is that this type of issue applies not just to a specic observable,
and not just to processes with initial-state hadrons, but to the full pattern of soft gluon
radiation in essentially any process. Aspects introduced by Nagy and Soper, in particular
the combination of a time-like ordering variable and a modied (global) recoil scheme, can,
we believe, be critical ingredients in addressing the recoil problem that we are discussing.
However the Nagy-Soper shower prescriptions are signicantly more complicated than the
Pythia or Dire showers and include a number of variants (e.g. both p? and time ordering).
As we have seen in the Pythia single-emission case, e.g. issue 3 in section 3.1, subtleties
can arise in almost any aspect of a shower, and a conclusion should only be drawn from a
full, detailed analysis of a specic shower prescription.
A further point to be aware of is that any analysis of a proposed solution needs to
go beyond the two-emission case. In particular, qualitatively new recoil-related issues can
arise starting from the third emission. For example, the solution proposed in ref. [51] and
adopted in the Ariadne program [50], is to assign recoil for a qg dipole to the quark. While
we believe this to be adequate at second order, the recoil issue reappears at 3rd order for
emission from a gg dipole, and is not, we believe, addressed by the solution of ref. [51].
4 Logarithmic analysis at second order
While section 3 illustrated physical shortcomings of two widespread showers, the key ques-
tion that remains to answer is that of the consequences of those shortcomings. Insofar
as a parton shower is supposed to provide resummation of logarithms, the natural way of
examining those consequences is in terms of the impact on the logarithmic accuracy of the
shower predictions for various classes of observable.
We will discuss the logarithmic accuracy in the context of event-shape variables, which
have been widely studied and are well understood from the point of analytic and semi-
numerical resummation. Let V be some event shape variable, a function of all the momenta
in an event. The quantity we will study is (L), the probability that the event shape has a
value smaller than e L. For most event-shape variables the structure of (L) is of the form
(L) = exp [Lg1(sL) + g2(sL) + sg3(sL) +    ] +O
 
se
 L ; (4.1)
where we emphasise the logarithmically enhanced part of the result. In our default counting
of logarithmic accuracy, the ln  counting, the g1(sL) function contains the LL terms in
ln , nsL
n+1; the g2(sL) function contains the NLL terms, 
n
sL
n; and so forth. Results
up to NLL can be obtained for arbitrary global event shape type observables using the
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CAESAR formalism [55]. The formalism classies observables in terms of two parameters,
a and b according to their dependence on the momentum of a single soft-collinear emission
V (p; fBorn momentag) / pa?e jpjb ; (4.2)
a classication that we will refer to below. The use of CMWs , cf. eqs. (2.20a){(2.15)
is sometimes held to be sucient to reproduce NLL accuracy. While it is a necessary
ingredient, together with two-loop running of the coupling, on their own these elements
are not sucient. Event shape observables are interesting to consider, with a view to future
parton shower developments, because in many cases their resummation is known to NNLL
or even higher accuracy [56, 83{87].
There is also an alternative,  counting, reecting a structure
(L) =
1X
m=0
2mX
n=0
hm;n 
m
s L
n +O  se L : (4.3)
In this counting, LL terms correspond to the 
n
sL
2n contributions, NLL to 
n
sL
2n 1
and so forth. There are some instructive observables for which only eq. (4.3) can be used.
These include n-jet rates in e+e  for n  3 with Cambridge [88] and Durham [89] jet
clustering.8 The n-jet rates are interesting also because the same physics that is required
for their correctness enters into the calculation of the scaling of hadron multiplicities with
energy [57].
4.1 Subleading-NC 
2
sL
4 terms
Observables will break up into two basic classes from the point of view of subleading-Nc
2sL
4 terms: those with b 6= 0 and those with b = 0 in eq. (4.2). Let us start with the
example of the thrust [91], i.e. a case with a = 1, b = 1. The LL result for the thrust is
(L) = exp

  L
2
2

= 1   L
2
2
+
2L4
8
+O  3 ; (4.4)
where
 =
2sCF

: (4.5)
To illustrate how the colour-factor issue of eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) impacts the double-
logarithmic structure, it is useful to consider gure 4. For a given constraint on the thrust,
one has the thick red boundary: emissions above that boundary are vetoed. However there
can be emissions below that boundary, e.g. emission g1, which modify the colour factor for
subsequent emissions (and their associated virtual corrections) with a lower value of the
ordering variable v, but that are above the thrust boundary: instead of being associated
with the correct CF factor, they have a factor CA=2. The region where this occurs is shown
in blue, and corresponds to the rapidity regions of eqs. (3.10) and (3.11), cf. also gure 2b.
The second-order, LL issue that arises because of this can be evaluated by considering the
8And also many non recursively infrared and collinear safe observables [55], such as the JADE jet
rates [90].
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Figure 4. Lund diagram to help illustrate subleading-Nc issue for the Thrust. See text for further
details.
area of the blue region that is above the thrust boundary, integrating also over the phase
space for real emission 1,
(L) = 22
Z L
L=2
d`1
Z  `1
 L+`1
d1
Z L
`1
d`2
Z 1
2
(1+`1)
1
2
(1 `1)
d2 (j2j<L `2)

CA
2CF
 1

; (4.6a)
=  1
64
2L4

CA
2CF
 1

; (4.6b)
where one should recall that L is positive, we have introduced `i = ln 1=vi,  includes a
CF colour factor, cf. eq. (4.5), and there is an overall factor of two associated with the
possibility of 1 being either negative or positive (the integral includes only the negative
case). This correction is double logarithmic. However it is Nc suppressed, by a factor
c 

CA
2CF
  1

=
1
N2c   1
=
1
8
: (4.7)
A double-logarithmic (LL) Nc-suppressed eect of this kind is present for any event-
shape like observable with b 6= 0 in eq. (4.2). The fact that terms nsL2n are modied
for n  2 means that the result from the parton shower does not properly exponentiate
beyond leading colour, i.e. cannot be written in the form of eq. (4.1).
In contrast, for observables with b = 0, for example the jet broadening, there is no
such eect at double-logarithmic accuracy. This is because the boundary associated with a
limit on the value of a b = 0 observable corresponds to a horizontal line in the Lund plane.
As a result the only region in which it matters that an emission 1 modies the colour for a
subsequent emission 2 is when both emissions have a commensurate transverse momentum.
This removes a number of logarithms and induces only a NLLln  type Nc-suppressed eect.
We expect similar issues of a wrong subleading-colour coecient for the double log-
arithms in the e+e  4-jet (and higher) rates with the kt algorithm [89]. Note that these
are somewhat dierent from the (leading-colour) issues discussed in ref. [92] for other,
non-dipole classes of p? ordered shower.
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4.2 Leading-NC 
2
sL
2 terms
If we work in the leading-Nc limit, CA = 2CF , then the impact of the incorrect shower
mappings in regions 2 and 3 of eq. (3.13) can be written as follows (recall that we are
using Q = 1)
(L) = 2
Z 1
0
dv1
v1
Z ln 1=v1
ln v1
d1
Z v1
0
dv2
v2
Z 1
2
(1+ln 1=v1)
1
2
(1+ln v1)
d2
Z 2
0
d12
2


h

 
e L   V (pshower1 ; p2)
   e L   V (pcorrect1 ; p2)i ; (4.8)
where we examine the dierence between the double-real contribution with a \shower"
mapping and a correct mapping. \Correct" means any mapping that leaves the transverse
momentum and rapidity of p1 unchanged for j1   2j  1 and so reproduces the Abelian
limit. Eq. (4.8) holds in the soft and collinear limit and for compactness in the arguments
of V we omit the momenta of the (hard) quark and anti-quark, keeping in mind that in
any practical shower implementation they must of course be included. We do not need
to consider virtual corrections because from the kinematic point of view any conguration
with fewer than two emissions has the correct leading-Nc distribution of emitted partons
and hence the virtual contribution cancels in the dierence between \correct" and \shower"
cases. We have omitted the 1 azimuthal integral, and written the 2 integral in terms of
12 = 2   1. We work in a xed-coupling limit, for simplicity.
To obtain a concrete result from eq. (4.8) we rst consider the 2-jet rate in the Cam-
bridge e+e  jet algorithm [88], which is akin to calculating the distribution of V dened
as
p
ycut.
9 The Cambridge algorithm has the simple property that V (fpig) = maxifp?;ig
for soft collinear emissions that are widely separated in rapidity. This allows us to write
V (pcorrect1 ; p2) = v1 V (p
shower
1 ; p2) = max

v2;
q
v21 + v
2
2   2v1v2 cos12

: (4.9)
The absence of dependence on the particle rapidities makes it straightforward to evaluate
the 1 and 2 integrals, and it will also be convenient to introduce  = v2=v1. We can
then write
cam(L) = 2
Z 1
0
dv1
v1
2 ln2
1
v1
Z 1
0
d

Z 2
0
d12
2


h


e L   v1 max

;
p
1 + 2   2 cos12

   e L   v1i : (4.10)
This reduces to
cam(L) = 22L2
Z 1
0
d

Z 2
0
d12
2
ln
1
max

;
p
1+2 2 cos12
+O  2L ; (4.11a)
= 0:18277 2L2+O  2L : (4.11b)
This demonstrates the presence of a NLL deciency that starts at order 2s.
9It is also closely related to jet-veto survival factors at hadron colliders.
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Another simple observable is the fractional moment of the energy-energy correlation,
FC1, dened in appendix I.2 of ref. [55], which reduces to V (fpig) =
P
i p?;i (i.e. a scalar
sum) in the soft-collinear limit, giving
FC1(L) = 22L2
Z 1
0
d

Z 2
0
d12
2
ln
1 + p
1 + 2   2 cos12 + 
+O  2L ; (4.12a)
=  0:066934 2L2 +O  2L : (4.12b)
The numerical coecients in eqs. (4.11), (4.12) are not particularly large. Nevertheless they
can be relevant, especially from the perspective of trying to obtain accurate parton showers
for the LHC. Consider high-p? jets of a few TeV, where one might probe the substructure
using shapes such N -subjettiness ratios [93]. If one is sensitive to radiation at the 5 GeV
scale where s ' 0:2, one nds L ' 1 and so eq. (4.11) would point to eects of the order of
20%. Another point of comparison is to the eect of the CMW correction (cf. eq. (2.15)),
which for both these observables reads L2  (s=2)K = 2L2K=(4CF ) ' 0:65 2L2.
In a context where groups are seeking to develop showers with higher-accuracy splitting
kernels [39, 41{44], phenomenologically such an eect should not be neglected.
Interestingly there are also observables for which the 2sL
2 coecient is zero. Perhaps
the most notable is anything that relates to a vector sum over the emissions' transverse
momenta. Keeping in mind that pshower?;1 = ep?;1 p?;2, the shower vector sum, pshower?;1 +p?;2
is simply equal to jep?;1j = v1, while the correct result is v1p1 + 2 + 2 cos12. Since the
following integral vanishesZ 2
0
d12
2
ln
 
1 + 2 + 2 cos12

= 0 for 0 <  < 1 ; (4.13)
there will be no 2sL
2 error for any observable that reduces to such a vector sum. Vector-sum
type observables and deciencies of transverse-momentum showers with dipole-local recoil
schemes have seen some discussion for initial-state showering. Nagy and Soper [81] noted
that it could aect logarithmic accuracy, though we are not aware of a specic statement
detailing what accuracy would be aected. An explicit study of local versus global recoil
schemes in appendix C of the Dire paper [31] suggested that the numerical impact is small.
This would not be surprising if our analysis here carries over to the initial-state case and
implies a zero 2sL
2 coecient there too. Note that an 3sL
3 study that we have carried
out shows that the zero is not an all-order property.10
We have analysed two further observables that are somewhat more involved: the total
jet broadening [95] has a non-zero 2sL
2 coecient, while the thrust is zero at 2sL
2 but
not zero at 3sL
3 (an all-order analysis reveals further subtleties, however). The situation
is summarised in table 1.
10For example, for an observable that reduces to the vector sum of the transverse momenta of all soft
emissions in the two hemispheres of an e+e  event, there is an erroneous NLL contribution to (L) which
starts with a term '  0:3493L3. Such an observable is similar to the transverse momentum of the Z-
boson in hadron-hadron collisions. For e+e  collisions we are not aware that such an observable has ever
been explicitly studied, however we believe it should be possible to construct it, for example starting from
the observation in appendix I.1 of ref. [55], that certain Berger-Kucs-Sterman angularities [94] eectively
reduce to hemisphere vector sums.
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Observable NLLln  discrepancy
1  T 0:116+0:004 0:004 3L3
vector pt sum  0:349+0:003 0:003 3L3
BT  0:0167335 2L2
ycam3  0:18277 2L2
FC1  0:066934 2L2
Table 1. The table summarises the NLL dierence between the Pythia and Dire shower-algorithm
results and the analytic resummation for dierent observables, at the rst non-trivial perturbative
order in L = 2CFsL=. The quoted uncertainty in the results, whenever present, corresponds
to the statistical integration error.
5 Conclusions
In this article we have set out some of the formalism needed to address the question of the
multi-scale accuracy of parton showers, specically in the context of the Pythia and Dire
transverse-momentum ordered showers. Our conclusions apply to both.
The showers essentially demonstrate all required conditions when considering a single
emission, i.e. the rst emission is generated in a way that reproduces the correct soft and
collinear limits of the single-emission matrix element, including single logarithmic regions
(i.e. large-angle soft and hard collinear splitting). However, the pattern of multiple emission
that they generate has aws in singular regions that are arguably serious. First we have
found that there are double logarithmic regions, already from two emissions, where the
matrix element is incorrect at subleading Nc. This causes the subleading Nc terms of
the leading double logarithms (LL) to be wrong for a number of simple and widely used
observables, such as the thrust (and n  3 jet rates).11
At leading-Nc, we have found that the eective double-emission matrix element is
wrong in a region where the two emissions have commensurate transverse momenta and
disparate angles. This is illustrated in gure 3b showing that there are logarithmically
enhanced regions where the discrepancies are at the 100% level. This nding should perhaps
not be surprising given the matrix-element versus shower comparisons performed long ago
by the Lund group [51] for transverse-momentum ordered showers with dipole-local recoil.
11For some practitioners the surprise might be that there do exist observables, such as the jet broadenings
and 2-jet rate, for which the LL answer is correct including its subleading-Nc terms. We believe that at
double logarithmic level, the subleading colour issue is relatively straightforward to x. One option is to
appropriately split each dipole into regions of CF and CA=2, possibly with continuous transitions between
them. The assignment would simply follow the parton identication that is used in angular ordered showers
such as Herwig or equivalently outlined in ref. [52]. Note however that such an approach has a bookkeeping
cost within any shower that at leading NC uses colour dipoles. In particular, any dipole, whether qq, qg or
gg can in general have an arbitrarily large number of CF and CA=2 regions, in an alternating sequence. This
is not necessarily the only approach that one can envisage. Indeed other approaches have been proposed in
refs. [53, 79]. We prefer therefore not to advocate one or other x for the subleading-colour issue without
detailed studies of performance and computational complexity.
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The underlying characteristic in the shower algorithm that causes this, namely the specic
attribution of recoil, leads to the NLLln  terms being wrong for a wide range of event-
shape like observables (independently of any aspects related to the CMW scheme for the
strong coupling), though the coecient of the error is modest. Given the broad similarities
in choices made by other p?-ordered dipole-type and antenna showers with local recoil, it
would not be surprising if similar conclusions apply to those as well. The analysis methods
that we have developed here provide some rst elements of a set of tools for parton-shower
authors to analyse and understand the logarithmic properties of their algorithms.
Our observations have a number of implications. 1) NLL discrepancies (whether those
observed here for two specic transverse-momentum ordered showers, or those discussed
in ref. [76] for angular-ordered showers) have the potential to aect prospects for preci-
sion physics in many of the experimental measurements that rely signicantly on parton
showers. 2) The large discrepancy in the two-emission matrix elements for the transverse-
momentum ordered showers studied here, may matter also in the eld of jet substructure,
where large gains in signal to background discrimination rely on the ability to exploit the
pattern of correlations between emissions, notably with the help of machine learning. 3)
Certain methods for matching parton showers with xed-order calculations are made signif-
icantly more dicult if the singularity structure of matrix elements is incorrect. This would
notably be the case for any extension of the MC@NLO method to NNLO. 4) Eorts to
improve parton showers with higher-order splitting kernels would probably be most appro-
priately pursued within a framework that is free of the issues that we encountered here. In
particular, while we discussed problems that arise for two emissions, the underlying causes
of those problems will aect matrix elements for any number of emissions. The inclusion of
higher-order corrections to splitting functions and of double-soft emission matrix elements
might, we imagine, at best postpone the rst order in s at which the all-order logarithmic
issues rst manifest themselves, but this remains a question that deserves further study.
Overall, the approach we have introduced here provides some of the insight needed to
address the problem of how to systematically go about creating parton shower algorithms
with controlled multi-scale accuracy.
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A Evaluation of double-soft eective matrix element
There are several rapidity regions that can be considered when evaluating the double-soft
eective matrix element. Let us consider a situation where ln p?;1=p?;2  O (1) and where
lnQ=p?;1  1. From the point of view of the identication of dierent rapidity regions,
we will allow ourselves inaccuracies on the rapidity of O (1). In particular we will consider
ratios such as = ln(Q=p?), where it is immaterial whether p? is p?;1 or p?;2.
Figure 5 shows the two dimensions associated with the rapidity variables, a, b for
the two emissions a and b, each normalised to the maximum accessible rapidity, ln(Q=p?).
If emission a comes rst in the parton shower, then in the blue-shaded region,
1
2

a   ln Q
p?

< b <
1
2

a + ln
Q
p?

(A.1)
emission b will modify the transverse momentum of emission a. Conversely, if b comes rst
in the parton shower, then in the green-shaded region,
1
2

b   ln Q
p?

< a <
1
2

b + ln
Q
p?

(A.2)
emission a will modify the transverse momentum of emission b. In the overlap, diamond-
shaped region, it is guaranteed that the second emission will always modify the transverse
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momentum of the rst one, regardless of which of a and b was the rst one. This is the
region that we select for detailed analysis of the matrix element. Each of the blue and green
shaded regions occupies half the plane and the diamond overlap region occupies 1=3 of the
plane. The region not aected at all by transverse recoil issues is also 1=3 of the plane.
Recall that the correct double-soft matrix element is given by eq. (3.8). For the purpose
of understanding the eective matrix element, we work in a xed-coupling limit. Then
consider the case where a shower generates rst an emission g1 with transverse momentum
p?;1 and rapidity 1 and then an emission g2 with transverse momentum p?;2 and rapidity
2, with the rst emission's transverse momentum being modied by the recoil to become
p?;1 p?;2. Then we evaluate the probability for either of g1 and g2 to coincide with some
momentum pa and other one to coincide with some pb. This is given by:
dP2;shower(pa;pb 2)
da db d2p?;ad2p?;b
=
1
2!

sCA
22
2 Z d2p?;1
p?;12
Z
p?;2<p?;1
d2p?;2
p?;22
Z

d1d2 (A.3)
2(p?;1 p?;2 p?;a)2(p?;2 p?;b)(a 1)(b 2)+(a$ b) :
Note that we do not here consider the eect of the change of rapidity in eqs. (3.13),
because the rapidity distributions of the gluons are uniform throughout most of the bulk
of the diamond region and a shift in rapidity leaves those uniform distributions unchanged.
The only exceptions are at the edge of the diamond region and along the diagonal (when
the two rapidities are similar), and those regions' phase space is suppressed by one power
of the logarithm of v1 ' v2. Figure 3b shows the ratio of eq. (A.3) to the correct result,
eq. (3.8), in the large Nc limit, i.e. equating CF and CA=2.
B Fixed-order dierence with respect to NLL resummation
In this appendix we report the necessary formulae to carry out the third-order study of the
dierence (L) between the dipole showers considered in this work and the NLL analytic
result, the results of which are summarised in table 1.
There are a number of simplications that one can make in organising the calculation.
A rst simplication comes from the fact that the distribution of the rst emission (prior
to any of the subsequent emissions) is correctly described by the dipole showers considered
here, and therefore the dierence (L) starts at O(2). Secondly, we are only interested
in congurations in which the real emissions are simultaneously soft and collinear, and
widely separated in rapidity from each other, which contribute to (L) starting at NLL.
The correct emission probability in these congurations amounts to
dPn =
CnF
n!
nY
i=1
 
2s(p
2
?;i)

dp?;i
p?;i
di
di
2
!
; (B.1)
where p?;i and i are dened with respect to the q and q directions and
jij . ln Q
p?;i
: (B.2)
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Eq. (B.1) is valid as long as the emissions are very separated in rapidity, even if they have
commensurate p?;i.
A third observation is that, in the soft and collinear limit, the ordering variables of the
dipole showers studied in this work coincide with the transverse momentum in eq. (B.1),
hence we write p?;i = vi in the following. Moreover, given that we are focusing on a
xed-order comparison, we can safely ignore running coupling eects and set
CF
2s(p
2
?)

! CF 2s(Q
2)

=  : (B.3)
We stress that all considerations made in this section are strictly valid in the large-Nc limit,
where we equate CA = 2CF .
We then start by considering a double-emission conguration, ordered in the transverse
momenta vi. In a shower picture, in addition to the real-emission probabilities, one needs
to include the contribution of the no-emission probability between the hard scale Q = 1 and
the scale v1 at which the rst emission occurs, given by the following Sudakov form factor
e R(v1)  exp
(
 
Z 1
v1
dp?
p?
Z ln 1
p?
  ln 1
p?
d
Z 2
0
d
2
)
: (B.4)
Equivalent suppression factors account for the no-emission probability between v1 and v2
and between v2 and the shower cuto, vi > Q0. One can expand the Sudakov factors out
at xed order and take the limit Q0 ! 0. This allows one to write all virtual corrections
explicitly and obtain a xed-order expansion of the shower equation.
Since the single-emission event is correctly described by the dipole showers, all single
and double-virtual corrections at O(2) cancel (to NLL accuracy) in the dierence (L),
which at this order is fully determined by the following double-real contribution
(2 emissions)(L) = 2
Z 1
0
dv1
v1
Z ln 1=v1
ln v1
d1
Z v1
0
dv2
v2
Z ln 1=v2
ln v2
d2
Z 2
0
d1
2
Z 2
0
d2
2


h

 
e L   V (pshower1 ; p2)
   e L   V (pcorrect1 ; p2)i ; (B.5)
where we traded the 1=2! multiplicity factor for the ordering v1  v2.
At the next non-trivial order we need to add congurations with three real emissions,
for which one can repeat the above derivation obtaining
(3 emissions)(L) = 3
Z 1
0
dv1
v1
Z v1
0
dv2
v2
Z v2
0
dv3
v3
Z ln 1=v1
ln v1
d1
Z ln 1=v2
ln v2
d2
Z ln 1=v3
ln v3
d3

Z 2
0
d1
2
Z 2
0
d2
2
Z 2
0
d3
2


h
(e L   V (pshower1 ; pshower2 ; p3)) (e L   V (pcorrect1 ; pcorrect2 ; p3))
 (e L   V (pshower1 ; p2)) + (e L   V (pcorrect1 ; p2))
 (e L   V (pshower1 ; p3)) + (e L   V (pcorrect1 ; p3))
  e L   V (pshower2 ; p3)+   e L   V (pcorrect2 ; p3) i: (B.6)
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The labels \correct" and \shower" in the momenta of eqs. (B.5) and (B.6) indicate that
the emissions' momenta are modied according to the recoil prescription as either in the
correct NLL result or in the dipole shower, respectively. While in the correct solution
the recoil for the considered phase-space congurations is always absorbed by the emitting
Born leg (either q or q), as discussed in section 3.3 this is not the case for the dipole showers
analysed here. Instead, given n   1 emissions and the Born legs q (along the positive z
direction) and q (along the negative z direction), the recoil for the n-th emission pn can be
assigned according to the following cases (as in the main text, we denote with a tilde all
quantities prior to the emission of pn):
 pn is emitted o the [qgi] dipole (with pi being the momentum of the gluon gi colour-
connected to the anti-quark q):
if n >
1
2
(ln ep?;i + ei) : p?;i = ep?;i   p?;n; i = ei   ln jep?;i   p?;njjep?;ij ; (B.7)
if n <
1
2
(ln ep?;i + ei) : p?;q = ep?;q   p?;n: (B.8)
 pn is emitted o the [giq] dipole (with pi being the momentum of the gluon gi colour-
connected to the quark q):
if n <
1
2
(  ln ep?;i + ei) : p?;i = ep?;i   p?;n; i = ei + ln jep?;i   p?;njjep?;ij ; (B.9)
if n >
1
2
(  ln ep?;i + ei) : p?;q = ep?;q   p?;n: (B.10)
 Finally, if pn is emitted o a [gigj ] dipole (with ei < ej):
if n<
1
2

ln
ep?;jep?;i +ei+ej

: p?;i = ep?;i p?;n; i = ei+ln jep?;i p?;njjep?;ij ; (B.11)
if n>
1
2

ln
ep?;jep?;i +ei+ej

: p?;j = ep?;j p?;n; j = ej ln jep?;j p?;njjep?;j j : (B.12)
In the virtual corrections corresponding to the  functions with only two emissions in
eq. (B.6), the recoil procedure must be applied only to the momenta that are used in the
corresponding observable, hence ignoring the third (virtual) momentum, which is insensi-
tive to recoil.
The results obtained with the above formulae are reported in table 1 for a variety of
observables. The evaluation of the O(3) coecients is performed by computing eq. (B.6)
numerically, and then tting the coecient of the leading term / 3L3. The result of this
procedure is shown in gure 6 both for the thrust and for the vector sum of the emissions'
transverse momenta, as dened in the main text.
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Figure 6. Dierence between the third-order expansion of the dipole showers considered in this
manuscript and the correct result obtained from analytic resummation at NLL, both for thrust (6a)
and for the vectorial pt sum (6b). The data points correspond to the Monte Carlo result, divided
by 3L2 so that a term proportional to 3L3 appears as a straight line, while the solid line is the
resulting t in the L 2 [ 14; 6] range.
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